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SECURE INNOVATE SUCCEED

A CASE STUDY ON HOW INTELLICURE
INNOVATED & SUCCEEDED WITH ASaaS

Stay Ahead with Abricto's Expert Security Solutions



Due to stringent healthcare regulations, Intellicure faced significant security challenges.
They frequently received detailed security questionnaires from hospitals, requiring
comprehensive insights into their application security and data safety for physical and
digital environments. Internally, they needed validation and ongoing assurance that their
security measures were robust, especially as they continually developed new
capabilities.

Despite their skilled team, they needed a more external perspective to identify potential
oversights and maintain comprehensive security. Their complex system, with over 500
resources behind a simple front-end, highlighted the need for a systematic approach to
managing and securing all their assets.
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COMPANY
Intellicure is a leading medical software company based in The Woodlands, TX,
specializing in wound care solutions. Their flagship products, IntellicureEHR and the
Intellicure Wound Care App are designed by clinicians to enhance workflow efficiency
and deliver evidence-based care.

SITUATION

SOLUTION
We were engaged to provide AppSec as a Service, addressing the company's need for a
holistic and strategic security approach. Our team brought a depth of knowledge,
offering comprehensive application security assessments beyond just penetration
testing. We took the time to understand Intellicure’s specific needs and goals, aligning
our services accordingly.

Our implementation process included proactive, regular assistance and an in-depth
onboarding phase, where we integrated our services into Intellicure’s Azure
environment. Our tools provide detailed dashboards and visibility into security
challenges, enabling Intellicure to manage its complex system effectively and address
issues systematically.



RESULTS
Our collaboration greatly strengthened Intellicure’s security posture, ensuring seamless
compliance with industry standards. Through thorough assessments and proactive
engagement, we swiftly resolved vulnerabilities and a few security misconfigurations,
enhancing their ability to tackle security audits and client questionnaires quickly.

Matt Pine, CEO of Intellicure, emphasized the impact of our partnership: “I know our
technical team no longer second-guesses our security.” This profound peace of mind
empowers Intellicure to focus on its core activities with confidence in its robust security
framework.

Abricto’s dashboard approach has significantly
improved our visibility into security challenges.

They help cut through the alert fatigue and ensure
we focus on what truly matters, which has been a

game-changer for us.

David Walker,  CTO

When we encountered a security incident, Abricto's
team was on a call with us within minutes, helping
us think through the issue and providing a solution.
Their responsiveness and expertise validated our

decision to work with them.

Matt Pine, CEO & Founder
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ABOUT ABRICTO SECURITY
At Abricto Security, we are revolutionizing AppSec as a Service, going beyond traditional
penetration testing to deliver unmatched value. With decades of experience, we’ve developed
customized services tailored to each client's unique needs. From custom application security
assessments to long-term service partnerships, we dig deep to understand your organization’s
challenges. 

We offer a comprehensive array of specialized assessments to measure and quantify the
effectiveness of your organization’s application security controls. These assessments provide
crucial insights into your current security posture. Our ongoing service partnerships are
designed to improve security controls and practice iteratively, ensuring continuous
enhancement of your security framework. We are committed to working closely with you to
ensure your organization remains secure and resilient in the face of evolving threats.

Explore further at www.abrictosecurity.com. Reach out when you're
prepared to fortify your application.

470 766-1247

3740 Davinci Court, Suite 400,
Peachtree Corners GA 30092

www.abrictosecurity.com

https://abrictosecurity.com/service/appsec-as-a-service/
http://www.abrictosecurity.com/

